EXPRESSIVE MASK MAKING

Artist Jay Mead offers mask-making workshops to high school and middle school students across New England. In his intensive and personalized workshops, students create unique masks through the technique of paper casting on a clay form. Workshops can be tailored to particular schedules and curricula.

The masks are featured here were created in a residency in 2013 with Milton Town High School students, Vermont, enriching their mythology curriculum.

Another group from a school in New York City, sent Jay this note after a workshop:

“Thank you so much for guiding us through mask making; we loved every moment of it. It was amazing to see our nature elements combined with human features take shape as we molded, constructed and painted them with vibrant colors. You were extremely patient, and your critiques for every one of our masks were always so kind and your advice always so helpful”

CONTACT JAY TO ARRANGE A WORKSHOP AT YOUR SCHOOL!

Jay Mead, 30 Linden Road, Hartland, VT 05048 | (802) 436-1290
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